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Abstract 
For privacy protection, browsers developed incognito mode or private web browsing that does not store history data. Private web 
browsing can be used for crimes, but computer crimes definitely leave digital traces. It is necessary to have a forensic computer expert 
who will observe and analyze to obtain valid evidence. Private web browsing is an anti-forensic method because it intentionally uses 
private web browsing to find out something on the internet without storing data history. This research successfully found historical 
data on private web browsing for valid evidence. Data history for accessing the carding forum website and the marijuana buying and 
selling website is still stored in Random Access Memory (RAM), so it can be valid evidence. The Live-Forensic method retrieves 
Random Access Memory (RAM) data because Random Access Memory (RAM) stores all sources of information as long as the 
computer is turned on, which allows forensic computer experts to investigate quickly and accurately. From the tests conducted, the 
history data from private web browsing can still be found with the Live-Forensics method, even though the browser claims that it will 
not store history data. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

nti-forensics is a technique or attempt to thwart an investigation, including avoiding event detection 
and interfering with the collection of needed information [1]. Web browser applications develop 
incognito mode or private web browsing features for privacy protection. Private web browsing is 

an Anti-Forensic method because it intentionally uses private web browsing to find out something on the 
internet without saving history data [2]. The incognito mode or private web browsing feature can be used 
for crime. The official website of the International Criminal Police Organization (INTERPOL) explains 
that in the Global Top Crime Trend 2022, there are several crimes such as Phishing and Online Scams, 
Synthetic Drug Trafficking, Online Child Sexual Exploitation and Abuse, and Cannabis Trafficking. 
Computer crimes must leave digital traces, so a forensic computer expert is needed who will secure and 
analyze to obtain valid evidence [3]. 

The Live-Forensics method is a method that performs Random Access Memory (RAM) data acquisition 
[4]. RAM stores computer information data as long as the computer is turned on [5]. Some previous studies 
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that become references are Live Forensics for Anti-Forensics Analysis on Private Portable Web Browser, 
which explains that logs from private portable web browsing can be analyzed with volatility memory 
forensics tools and WinHex [6]. The research entitled Experimental Analysis of Web Browser Sessions 
Using Live Forensics Method explains the process of investigating logs from web browsing sessions with 
the Live-Forensics method, and his research also found evidence that could be used as a reference for court 
evidence [7]. The research entitled Digital Forensic Analysis Methodology for Private Browsing: Firefox 
and Chrome on Linux as a case study explains that logs on private web browsing with Firefox and Chrome 
browsers on Linux can be analyzed. The study took evidence on browsing history, email communication, 
and history of opening YouTube videos [8]. Based on the findings of previous comparable research, the 
Live-Forensics method has demonstrated its effectiveness in generating substantial evidence through the 
acquisition of RAM data. In addition, various studies shed light on the feasibility of analyzing the history 
of private web browsing activities. 

This research tests anti-forensic techniques through the Live-Forensics method with a case study of open 
and closed private web browsing pages on the Linux operating system to assess their effectiveness in real-
case scenarios. This research specifically investigates closed private web browsing pages. The purpose of 
comparing the two case studies is to ascertain whether there are any differences in findings between open 
and closed private web browsing pages. Based on the test results, this research produces digital evidence 
even though using anti-forensic techniques with case studies of open and closed private web browsing 
pages. 

II. RESEARCH METHOD 

This research follows the meticulous standardization stages developed by the National Institute of Standards 
and Technology (NIST) for digital forensic investigation. These stages, namely Collection, Examination, 
Analysis, and Reporting, are crucial in ensuring a systematic and reliable approach to analyzing digital 
evidence [9]. The significance of standardization in these stages cannot be understated, as it guarantees the 
use of a clear and accurate Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) when analyzing the data, which will serve 
as evidence in court. Two scenarios are needed to evaluate whether the history data on the private web 
browsing page, while still open, gives similar or different results compared to the closed private web 
browsing page. 
 
A)

 

B)

 
Figure 1. Explaining Carding Forum Scenario (A) and Leafy Scenario (B) 

Referred to in Figure 1 Carding Forum Scenario (A), related to the test scenario, criminals access the 
carding forum website (cardingforum.cx) to sell other people's credit cards using incognito mode and are 
already in a closed state. Then, the authorities perform RAM acquisition and evidence analysis until they 
get the results of the evidence.  
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Then, in the Leafily scenario (B), criminals will access the marijuana buying and selling website 
(leafly.com) in incognito mode. Afterwards, the authorities apprehend the criminal while the private web 
browser page is still open. The authorities carry out RAM acquisition and analysis of evidence to obtain 
evidence results.  
 
In the context of the forum carding scenario, the absence of open private web browsing pages requires a 
prolonged investigation, as it requires a thorough analysis of the available evidence. This technique can be 
categorized as Anti-Forensics, as it aims to hide or eliminate traces of the data source. In contrast, Leary’s 
scenario found an open private web browsing page, which expedited the investigation as it provided clear 
instructions for analyzing the evidence. 
 

 
Figure 2. The research method refers to the NIST stages 
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Figure 2 is a research method that refers to the NIST stages in the implementation of Anti-Forensic 
investigations using the Live-Forensic method on private web browsing. In the first stage of the Collection 
stage, researchers create scenarios and are tested for this research. This research uses two scenarios: opening 
a private web browsing page that is still open and a private web browsing page that has been closed. 
Furthermore, at the Examination stage, researchers capture data from Random Access Memory (RAM) 
using AVML (Acquire Volatile Memory for Linux) software. After capturing data from Random Access 
Memory (RAM) has been completed, the researcher will perform a Hash Check on the capture file and then 
transfer the data using a Flash Disk to the computer that will be used for analysis. In the digital forensic 
investigation stage, there is one stage, namely maintaining data integrity to maintain its authenticity and not 
be modified. Therefore, researchers conducted a Hash Check on the evidence before and after being moved 
so that the hash remains the same and does not change [10]. At the Analysis stage, researchers use HashCalc 
software to get the Random Access Memory (RAM) hash, which is used as evidence that the integrity of 
the original capture data has not been changed. After the file is confirmed unchanged, researchers use 
WinHex software to analyze the evidence. At the Reporting stage, researchers found some evidence that 
could be used in court. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Acquisition of Random Access Memory 
The Random Access Memory (RAM) Acquisition stage refers to the Collection stage, which takes 

evidence from a computer as raw data for evidence analysis. To retrieve RAM data, use the Acquire Volatile 
Memory for Linux (AVML) application, which is acquired without having to know the Linux kernel of the 
device to be acquired. Acquisition of raw data from RAM with Linux commands in Figure 3. 

 
 

Figure 3. RAM Data Acquisition 
 

B. Hash Check Before and After RAM Acquisition Data Transfer 
Check hash of raw files from Random Access Memory (RAM) refers to the Examination stage. Check 

hash by using md5sum software on Linux with the results in Figure 4 and Figure 5. 
 

 
Figure 4. Hash of johncredit.mem 

 
Figure 5. Hash of dirgaweed.mem 

 
Next is the transfer of RAM acquisition data to the researcher's analysis device using Flash Drive storage 
media. After transferring the raw acquisition data from RAM using Flash Drive storage media, the 
researcher conducted a Hash Check using HashCalc software on the file data to ensure the integrity of the 
file was still the same and had not changed because the evidence must contain a definite causal correlation 
with the case and not be fabricated [8]. This is also part of the Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for 
handling evidence. The Hash Check results are described in Figure 6 and Figure 7. 
 

 
Figure 6. Hash of johncredit.mem 

 
Figure 7. Hash of dirgeweed.mem 

 
With the same results as before moving, the data retrieved with the data to be analyzed is still original and 
unchanged so that the integrity of the Random Access Memory (RAM) data is still maintained. 
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C. Analysis using the WinHex app 
Referring to the Analysis stage, researchers analyzed using the WinHex application to preview data 

from RAM acquisition data to determine digital evidence. Digital evidence indicators, according to a 
definition from the International Association of Chiefs of Police Cyber Center website, are any information 
or data of investigative value that is stored, received, or transmitted via an electronic device. Text messages, 
emails, images and videos, and internet searches are some of the most common types of digital evidence. 
By analyzing using WinHex, researchers found evidence of the <PrivateBrowsing> string in the Random 
Access Memory (RAM) acquisition data results. 
 

  

Figure 8. Analysis Result of Carding Forum Scenario 
 

In Figure 8, it is shown that the results of Random Access Memory (RAM) data acquisition in the 
forum carding scenario can still be read, even though in the forum carding scenario, the Incognito Mode 
page is closed. This is also proven in the <PrivateBrowsingId=1> string with the cardingforum.cx site. This 
forum carding scenario shows that even when using Private Web Browsing and then closing the page from 
Private Web Browsing, the page can still be analyzed through the Live-Forensics method. This carding 
forum scenario found some evidence, namely using private web browsing mode and also accessing the 
carding forum site, cardingforum.cx. 

Then, in the leafy scenario, I found the evidence shown in Figure 9, with the Private Web Browsing 
page scenario still open by displaying the leafly.com website, which is a marijuana-buying and selling 
website. In the Random Access Memory (RAM) data analysis also displays the search history of "website 
sell weeds" and the history of opening the leafly.com website. This is further confirmed by the clear 
indication of the string <PrivateBrowsingId=1>, which reveals that the person in question specifically 
visited the Private Web Browsing page. 
 

 

  

Figure 9. Leafly Scenario Analysis Results 
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D. Obtaining Valid Evidence 

This stage refers to the Reporting stage because, in the two scenarios above, it was proven that the 
perpetrator used Anti-Forensic techniques because he used private web browsing to commit crimes such as 
accessing carding forums and accessing marijuana buying and selling sites and closing private web 
browsing pages. The analysis results still find evidence even though the browser application guarantees that 
it does not store history. History data is still stored in Random Access Memory (RAM), which stores 
computer data from the first time it is turned on.  Even if the person closes their personal web browsing 
page on carding forum scenario, some information from their computer memory can still be saved and used 
as evidence.  

IV. CONCLUSION 

By doing this research, it can be concluded that the browser application does not really store history because 
history can still be stored in Random Access Memory (RAM) data. Anti-forensic techniques using private 
web browsing or incognito mode are proven to be broken. Researchers can still find digital evidence with 
RAM data acquisition. In the comparison of the two scenarios that have been studied, it is worth noting that 
researchers can still analyze the scenario where the private web browsing page is closed. Evidence that can 
be valid evidence in this study is the presence of the <PrivateBrowsing> string, which indicates the 
perpetrator uses Private Web Browsing, and the presence of a site after the <PrivateBrowsing> string. This 
research uses the Live-Forensics method because this method handles incidents quickly and makes it 
possible to get RAM data that is easily lost when the computer is turned off. 
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